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  Key themesMotives for investing in gold backed ETPs remain intactETPs were the only bright spot for gold demand in Q3 The focus shifted from theUS as European ETPs drove the inflowsInvestors continued to build up their strategic allocations to gold via ETPs: Q3 was the third successive quarter of hefty growth albeit that the pace of inflows slowed slightlyfrom the stellar first half The net addition of 145 6t took total AUM in these products to 2 335 6t the highest since April 2013 Year to date1 inflows sum to 725t farexceeding the cumulative 616t of outflows from the preceding 10 quarters and worth a value of US$64 5bnTable 1: Data highlights for Q3 2016 demand (see Gold demand statistics for full details)TonnesUS$mn5 year Year on 5 yearYear onQ3’15 Q3’16average year changeQ3’15Q3 ’16average year changeDemandGold demand 1 104 8 992 81 120 5 10%39 934 942 603 950 532 9 7%Jewellery 621 6 493 1580 1 21%22 469 721 161 325 814 7 6%Technology 82 8 82 488 9 1%2 994 53 534 04 024 2 18%Investment 232 4 335 7311 4 44%8 399 214 404 214 399 7 71%Total bar and coin 295 8 190 1316 8 36%10 690 78 156 814 485 1 24%ETFs and similar products 63 4 145 6 5 4 2 291 56 247 4 85 4Central banks and other institutions 168 0 81 7140 1 51%6 071 43 504 36 294 2 42%Consumer demand in selected marketsIndia 271 2 194 8209 8 28%9 802 48 358 89 465 0 15%China 233 8 182 5252 2 22%8 451 37 830 811 252 5 7%Middle East 68 1 44 077 1 35%2 462 71 888 03 464 1 23%United States 57 3 43 645 8 24%2 069 41 871 22 047 8 10%Europe ex CIS 72 9 50 380 6 31%2 634 92 157 33 659 5 18%SupplyTotal supply 1 127 2 1 172 71 116 6 4%40 745 150 325 050 065 0 24%Total mine supply 865 6 831 8775 0 4%31 290 435 696 634 385 9 14%Recycled gold 261 6 340 9341 6 30%9 454 814 628 415 679 1 55%Gold priceLBMA Gold Price (US$/oz) 1 124 3 1 334 8 19%Source: Metals Focus; GFMS Thomson Reuters; ICE Benchmark Administration; World Gold Council1 Year to date figures throughout the report refer to data to end SeptemberGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 201602



  
  In a continuation of the pattern we have seen over recent months investment seems to have been driven primarily by strategic motives suggesting that these are intended to belong term positions Field research has revealed that institutional investors with no previous history of investing in gold are increasingly seeking to initiate sizable positions inthese products alongside those who have been reopening positions that were closed out during the 2013 15 run down in the gold price The fact that inflows into these productscontinued in October despite the gold price falling by 10% early in the month further highlights that a good part of ETF investment is driven by strategic motives rather thanprice momentumAnd the factors underpinning this investment were constant Negative interest rate policies (NIRP) and the general environment of historically low nominal andreal interest rates remains a primary factor driving these investment flows Political uncertainty is also a key influence not just because of the US Presidential election whichhas supported inflows into North American ETPs this year but increasingly in Europe where in the wake of the Brexit referendum decision 2017 brings the prospect ofelections in France Germany the Netherlands and possibly ItalyUnsurprisingly given this backdrop the geographical focus of demand shifted After US based ETPs led the influx over the first half of the year European investors picked upthe baton in the third quarter: 78% of the inflows into ETPs were in European based products (Chart 1) Elsewhere Chinese investors added another 10t to their holdings ofdomestic products equivalent to 39% growth on top of the 287% increase in H1Chart 1: Inflows into European physically backed gold ETPs dominated Q3• Having accounted for just 33% of inflows into ETPs during the first half of 2016 European funds sucked in 78% of the 145 6t of inflows in Q3• Although AUM in Chinese ETPs remain small in absolute terms Q3 was another quarter of remarkable growth as improved accessibility to these products encouraged smallerscale domestic investorsTonnes US$bn250 120Physically backed gold ETPs increased by 725t inthe first nine months of 2016 bringing totalholdings standing to more than 2 300t (US$99 3bn)200 100at the end of September150 80100 6050 400 2050 0January February March April May June July August SeptemberNorth America Europe AsiaOtherTotal AuM (US$bn rhs)Source: Respective ETP providers; Bloomberg; ICE Benchmark Administration; World Gold CouncilGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 03



  
  India’s tough transition to transparencyIndian consumers continue to face challenges most pressingly the government’s drive for transparency and accountabilityAfter a difficult H1 for India’s gold market the third quarter continued in much the same vein Consumer demand has sunk to multi year lows due to a combination of: •high andvolatile gold prices; •fragile sentiment among the rural population; •and government regulationLocal gold prices in the range of Rs30 000 31 000/10g were a deterrent to gold consumers having last been at such lofty levels in 2013 And greater price volatility as much asthe price level itself weighed on demand Indian consumers will gradually adapt to higher prices we have seen this many times before but price volatility combined withhigher prices is a damaging combinationAs well as having higher prices to adapt to the rural population in India has been plagued by lower disposable incomes in recent years While this year’s healthy monsoonshould be positive for demand among this crucial gold buying demographic they are struggling to get their incomes back on track after the two preceding years of poor monsoonrainfall And rural inflation continues to run above urban inflation further squeezing household incomesBut perhaps the biggest factor affecting demand is the continued push towards regulation and accountability that the government is levelling at India’s economy in generalincluding the gold marketVarious government measures have been implemented over recent months in an attempt to regulate and formalise the gold industry As discussed in Gold DemandTrends Second quarter 2016 the government has levied a1% excise duty on gold jewellery manufacturing and made PAN (Permanent Account Number) cards compulsory for jewellery purchases above Rs200 000 2 In addition it isclamping down on undeclared income which often fuels cash based transactions and working towards mandatory hallmarking legislation to standardise gold jewelleryChart 2: Local Indian gold price fell to hefty discount in Q3 as demand slumped• Indian consumers were notable by their absence in Q3; local gold prices dropped to a sizable discount below the international price• A combination of high and fluctuating prices a continued squeeze on rural incomes and increased regulation made for challenging market conditions• Prices have returned to a small premium in October thanks to a recovery in demand which bodes for a more positive end to 2016US$/oz20The local price movedto a premium as the10 seasonally strongfourth quarter began01020304050 The discount widened out toa record of US$53/oz in July60June 2015 October 2015 February 2016June 2016October 2016Source: ICE Benchmark Administration; Multi Commodity Exchange of India; World Gold Council2 A Permanent Account Number card is a ten digit unique alphanumeric number The number is issued by the Income Tax Department and acts as a unique identifier whichenables it to link all transactions of the PAN card holderGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 04



  
  The intended long term end result of these measures is to improve transparency and accountability which should promote a shift to an increasingly ‘organised’ gold industryBut such progress is rarely painless The immediate effect of these new measures has been to unsettle both consumers and industry participants across the supply chainConsequently activity has been disrupted while they adapt to the new rules or look for ways to circumvent them which has given rise to a surge in smuggling up 12% year todateAs a result of India’s demand crunch the local price was persistently at a hefty discount to the international price for the duration of the quarter (Chart 2) Indeed the discountwidened out to a record US$53 in July indicative of very quiet market conditions And imports slumped: doré imports fell by a whopping 86% as the extent of the discountmade importing it uneconomical for refiners During October however the local price moved into a premium as demand picked up The fall in the gold price ahead of the onsetof the key festive buying season has seen India’s fourth quarter get off to a good startRecycling reaches a multi year highHigh gold prices and structural factors in India drew out significant flows of recycled goldSome gold consumers aren’t shy in selling a portion of their gold holdings when advantageous to do so often responding to near term price movements 3 And the substantialincrease in the gold price witnessed so far in 2016 has proven too enticing for some The elevated levels of gold recycling seen in the first half of the year continued throughoutthe third quarter Recycled gold amounted to 340 9t in Q3 surging 30% higher than the same period last year (261 6t) (Chart 3) Year to date recycling has added 1 042 3t toannual supply compared to 882 7t between Q1 Q3 2015 (+18%)Chart 3: Recycling remains elevated accounts for greater share of total supply• Consumers in the more price sensitive markets were the driving force behind the 30% surge in supplies of recycled gold in Q3• Supply from this source has accounted for 30% of supply in 2016 so far• But recycling activity is likely to contract in response to gold’s recent price dipTonnes % share500 45Rising gold prices as well as structural factors450 in India have boosted recycled gold to itshighest level in 4 years 4040035035300250 302002515010020500 15Q1’10 Q1’11 Q1’12Q1’13Q1’14Q1’15Q1’16Recycled gold % share of total supply (rhs)Source: Metals Focus; GFMS Thomson Reuters; World Gold Council3 Changes in the gold price has an immediate but temporary effect on recycling For more please see The Boston Consulting Group andWorld Gold Council The Ups and Downs of Gold Recycling March 2015Gold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 05



  
  As discussed in Gold Demand Trends Second quarter2016 this is a somewhat predictable pattern Empirical evidence gleaned through both regression analysis and direct consumer research shows that price is a primary driverof recycling amongst consumers 4 With the local gold price hitting new highs in some currencies it would be unusual not to see this type of response from consumers who inmarkets where recycling is most prevalent are often keenly aware of the gold price India is a very good example of the increase in recycling With local gold prices in thevicinity of Rs31 000/10g during the first half of the quarter Indian consumers particularly in rural areas opted to cash in swelling the supply of recycled gold to 39t itshighest level since Q4 2012 This boost to local supply enabled some jewellers to reduce their reliance on fresh imports to satisfy demand One such example of this is MuthootPappachan Group’s Swarnavarsham Scheme 5 Over the past 18 months Muthoot has reportedly collected about 200kg of gold through its nine recycling centres which has beenused to meet gold demand from consumers with lower incomes As the price started to soften towards the end of August the supply of recycled gold tapered as Indian consumersanticipated that higher prices would be brought on by the festival and wedding season With the onset of RakshaBandhan and Janmashtami6 (both auspicious festivals) towards the end of the third quarter consumers opted to postpone further recycling of goldThe price response was even more marked in China where volumes of gold recycling have ballooned in recent quarters Year to date the supply of recycled gold is 45% higherthan the comparative period of 2015 (123 5t vs 85t) In early July the local gold price reached the highest level for three years sending a strong signal to consumers to sell theirholdings of gold Continued economic deceleration listless stock markets and a squeeze on disposable incomes provided added context to this recycling surge As consumersfaced increasing pressure on their income and limited opportunity for returns from other traditional avenues of investment they found it hard to resist the lure of selling goldat higher pricesOther markets also contributed to the gold recycling rush Indonesia being an interesting example The country introduced a tax amnesty at the beginning of Q3 which led someto cash in their holdings of gold at higher prices The scheme may encourage investment in gold over the coming quarters as it is one of the permitted investments for fundsdeclared under the scheme4 World Gold Council Gold Demand Trends Second quarter 2016 August 20165 The Swarnvarsham Scheme launched in May 2013 is targeted at consumers in low income groups allowing them to buy gold in the range of 1 5 9 grams with equatedmonthly instalment (EMI) purchase option of daily weekly or monthly instalments6 This year Raksha Bandhan and Janmashtami fell on 18 August and 25 August respectivelyGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 06



  
  Market commentaryJewelleryJewellery remained subdued in the face of persistently high gold prices; fourth quarter holds better prospectsYear onYear toyear dateTonnes Q3’15 Q3’16changechangeWorld total 621 6 493 1 21% 18%India 214 1 154 7 28% 30%China 180 6 141 5 22% 18%Gold jewellery demand in Q3 fell 21% year on year to 493 1t This was the largest decline since Q2 2014 and the lowest third quarter for jewellery demand since 2011 a timewhen average gold prices were some 28% higher than recent levels Year to date jewellery demand is 18% down on last year: 1 423 6t vs 1 732 7t This is the lowest Q1 Q3total since 2009High prices were the key reason for continued weakness in the jewellery sector which has been severely depressed throughout 2016 so far (Chart 4) Barring just three or fourvery minor exceptions jewellery demand fell in every consumer market that we trackLooking ahead the fourth quarter having started on a stronger footing should see a recovery in the jewellery sector The October drop in the gold price was fortuitouslytimed The approach of key buying occasions such as: the festival and wedding season in India; the main holiday season in Western markets; and Chinese New Year makeconsumers in these markets more alert to lower prices But that is not to say that we expect a clear revival Pressures remain Government policy in India is disruptive to themarket at least in the short term Chinese consumers are exhibiting changing tastes The consumer environment in European markets and the US remains hesitant And whiletroubles continue to beset the Middle Eastern markets demand across the region will sufferChart 4: Gold’s upward momentum paused in Q3 (index 100 = 01/01/2016)• The gold price consolidated in Q3 after its strongest H1 performance for 36 years• Persistently high prices discouraged consumers around the globe a fact that was mirrored in the sharp rise in recycling• Sterling based prices were the exception given weakness in that currency following the referendum decision for Britain to leave the EUIndex level155150The sharp increase in the gold price in 2016145 has knocked jewellery demand14013513012512011511010510095January 2016 March 2016May 2016July 2016September 2016US dollar Euro Pound sterlingIndian rupeeChinese renminbiTurkish liraSource: ICE Benchmark Administration; Datastream; World Gold CouncilGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 07



  
  India takes a smaller share of a diminished jewellery marketAs discussed in Key themes jewellery demand in India was again soft due to higher and volatile prices of gold (the corollary of which was a jump in recycling activity) andgovernment regulation curtailing unaccounted income Demand dropped by almost a third to 154 7t The persistent weakness in this market in recent quarters means that India’sshare of total jewellery demand has shrunk from 28% in Q1 Q3 2015 to 24% year to date India has taken a smaller slice from a smaller pieRural indian consumers were hesitant but indications for this sector are encouragingAlthough demand among the rural population was softer than may have been expected given the improved monsoon rainfall this year it was relatively resilient compared withdemand in urban areas Partly this is due to the typically smaller transaction size made by rural consumers making them less likely to meet the requirement for PAN cardswhich has severely hampered urban demandAnd signs of continued recovery in this sector of the population can be gleaned from looking at indicators such as sales of tractors Mahindra and Mahindra (India’s leadingtractor manufacturer) reported a 37 4% increase in domestic tractor sales compared to Q3 2015 growing by a whopping 70 3% in September Rajesh Jejurikar President andChief Executive of Mahindra & Mahindra’s Farm Equipment and Two Wheeler Division commented that “In September 2016 we had a strong growth of 70% over September2015 with sales of 29 035 tractors in the domestic market We expect the good momentum to continue with the upcoming festive season and the effect of a good monsoon ”7Higher Kharif 8 output will bolster rural income in the coming quartersThe monsoon rains were well distributed and about 85% of the country’s geographical area received normal or excess rains this year Estimates are for a 7 8% increase in Khariffoodgrain output in 2016 which will generate additional income for the rural sector to divert to gold in the coming quarters 9China’s appetite for gold slipped further in the third quarter of 2016 on high prices and changing consumer behaviourDemand for gold jewellery in China fell by more than 20% to a four year low as gold prices reached the highest level since 2013 The decline was further reinforced by the highbase effect from the mini boom in Q3 2015 spurred by currency depreciation Chinese consumers stayed sidelined and retailers postponed restocking Much of the decline wasconcentrated in July coinciding with the peak in the local priceConsumer preferences continue to evolve in China aided by industry effortsTastes are shifting further away from traditional 24k gold towards higher designed 18k or gem set pieces 24k bore the brunt of the weakness with 18k in particular makinginroads in market share However this shifting landscape is not purely being driven by changing consumer tastes Producers are playing a key role in promoting these productsdue to the higher margins they generate The industry is still consolidating and competition is fierce Manufacturers wholesalers and retailers are battling for market shareRecognition of the importance of brand has led companies to promote their brands more actively through a range of channels including franchising celebrity endorsements andmediaGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 08



  
  And the industry also faces the challenge of the rising popularity of ‘experiential’ purchases at the expense of physical consumptionThe trend for consumers especially the so called ‘millennials’ to prefer spending their money on experiences that can be shared rather than on material goods is wellpublicised Evidence of this can be seen in the way the Chinese populace chose to celebrate the recent ‘Golden Week’ national holiday Over the last three years the number ofpeople choosing to travel during this holiday has grown by nearly 25% reaching 589 million 31% of this year’s tourists were millennials born after 1980 (Chart 5)Chart 5: Growth in Chinese tourism highlights rising popularity of ‘experiential’ purchases(number of Chinese travelling both domestically and internationally during the Golden Week holiday)• The cohort of the Chinese population choosing to travel during the October ‘Golden Week’ national holiday has risen by nearly 25% over the last two years reaching 589million in 2016• The shift away from more overt material consumption contributed to the 22% year on year decline in demand for gold jewellery2016589 million2015526 million2014475 millionSource: China Tourism Academy; World Gold CouncilPrice driven weakness in jewellery demand affected all Asian marketsJewellery demand was universally weaker among the smaller markets in South East Asia as consumers baulked at gold prices around 3 year highs Indonesia the largest of thegroup fell by 6% The local gold price jumped albeit that the currency strengthened slightly against the dollar towards the end of the quarter Taken in the context of slowerthan expected GDP growth in the country (5% p a as against President Widodo’s 7% target) the contraction in demand is in line with expectationsSouth Korea witnessed the largest decline: down 24% year on year to 2 8t The high gold price was the main reason for the decline but the country has also been affected by theeconomic deceleration in China which absorbs around 25% of South Korea’s exports Japan was also affected by China’s sphere of influence: mainland tourists have been lessactive in buying gold during their travels to Japan Demand slipped 4% to 4 2t in Q3 although on a year to date basis the market is fairly resilient up 2% on Q1 Q3 2015Middle Eastern jewellery markets remain in a parlous stateJewellery demand across troubled Middle Eastern markets continued to decline reaching record lows in Egypt and the UAE Against the backdrop of regional conflict whichhas made swingeing cuts in tourist demand high gold prices and lower oil revenues contributed to the weakness As in other price sensitive markets the corollary to this was arise in recycling across the regionGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 09



  
  Egypt’s currency crisis has resulted in an almost doubling in the local price of gold over the first three quarters of 2016Year to date demand is down 42% on the same period in 2015 and Q3 demand halved to just 6t Persistently low oil revenues in the UAE and Saudi Arabia have strainedfinances and impacted jewellery consumers: demand in both markets plunged 23% Iran again outperformed managing 6% growth year on year in Q3 as the country continuesto benefit from more favourable economic conditions than other markets in the regionRecord local prices in Turkey kept demand on a downward trajectoryNotwithstanding the impact from cross border conflict the jewellery market in Turkey faced a number of headwinds namely: the slowing economy; record local prices; anduncertainty following the attempted coup The 22% drop in Q3 demand took year to date demand to 27 3t down 20% on 2015 The prospects for the fourth quarter remain weakas political instability and continued lira weakness frame the consumer pictureGrowth cycle in US jewellery demand runs out of steamA modest 1% year on year downturn in Q3 jewellery demand in the US was the first such decline for three years Year to date demand of 74 6t is almost exactlyon a par with last year Jewellery imports subsided during the quarter as inventory levels across the supply chain are at healthy levels Uncertainty associated with thePresidential election campaign undoubtedly explains a portion of this weakness but research suggests that wealthy consumers have also become more reluctant to spend amidconcerns about the global economy Recent consumer research that we have conducted reveals some interesting patterns of behaviour among US jewellery consumers anddiscusses possible strategies for market growth We outline the findings in our Focus Box‘US jewellery: motivations and opportunities for growth ’Poor consumer confidence across European markets takes its toll on jewellery demandFrance was again the laggard in Europe where the recently introduced 9k gold segment went into retreat Demand was the lowest in our historical series down 4% to 1 9t Themarket faces the continued risk of silver eating into the market share of low carat gold jewellery All other markets saw declines in the region of 1% 2% with the exception ofSpain where demand appears to have formed something of a base around 1 7/1 9t per quarterGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 10



  
  Focus: US jewellery motivations and opportunities for growthConsumer research helps us understand US jewellery demandThe first half of 2016 saw the strongest level of US jewellery demand for seven years as the market continued its gradual recovery in the wake of the 2007 9 financial crisisAgainst this improving landscape we surveyed 2 000 US females aged between 18 65 all of whom were engaged with the jewellery/luxury fashion category to gain insightsinto the motives and behaviours of US gold jewellery consumers 10Almost two thirds of respondents own gold jewellery; 11% intend to buy in the next 12 monthsSilver and costume jewellery account for a significant portion of US consumers’ jewellery purchases pushing ownership rates and purchase intentions significantly higher thanthose for more expensive enduring and emotive types of jewellery including gold This is partly because consumers feel more comfortable buying silver and costume jewelleryfor themselves and are more likely to buy them spontaneously; there is less ‘meaning’ attached to these purchases It is also because they are typically lower value transactionsOur research indicates that fine jewellery is more likely to be received as a gift often bought by a spouse or partner more likely to be a planned purchase and is more likely tobe a high value transactionDespite the competitive marketplace gold still plays an important role in the US jewellery market: almost two thirds of respondents owned gold jewellery and 11% said theyintended to buy gold jewellery in the next twelve months (Chart 6) Unsurprisingly gold ownership and intention to buy is closely correlated to peoples’ income levels: ashousehold income rises so too does ownership and intention to buyGold jewellery purchases are typically 14 carat and unbranded usually bought to celebrate special moments in one’s lifeThe survey provided further supportive evidence of the dominance of 14k in the US jewellery market Of the consumers that had bought gold jewellery during the previous 12months 46% bought 14k while 22% bought 18k While the dominance of 14k is unsurprising it’sreassuring to see that 9k gold did not gain a meaningful foothold in recent years when the rising gold price led some retailers to push lower purity products in order to meet keyprice points; 9k gold accounted for only 1% of recent purchases However a surprisingly high 15% did not know the caratage of the jewellery they bought Branding whileimportant does not seem to play a strong role in gold jewellery: 45% of consumers who had bought gold jewellery said it was unbranded compared to 29% and 35% fordiamond and platinum jewellery respectively This is reflected in the structure of the market and appears to be a growing trend: multi line retailers dominate and have beengaining market share at the expense of speciality jewellery merchants who have suffered severe sales shrinkage so far this yearGold resonates particularly well with those consumers looking to buy a piece of jewellery that they feel is associated with tradition or reminds them of a special moment in theirlife A key strength of gold for these consumers is that it keeps an inherent emotional and financial value over time and can be passed to the next generation And this segment ofthe luxury fashion and jewellery market is valuable accounting for 42% of the total value of purchases we surveyed 11Chart 6: Gold is prominent in the national jewellery box: almost two thirds of respondents own fine gold jewellery% saying they own/have purchased gold jewellery in the last 12 months/willpurchase in the next 12 months807170 6560 59 6050 4540 3630212220 17 161110 5 4 9 80Gold Platinum DiamondSilverCostumeOwn Last 12 month purchaseNext 12 month purchase intentSource: KANTAR TNS; World Gold Council10 We commissioned TNS to survey 2 000 females aged between 18 65 Respondents were non rejectors of jewellery who had either purchased or asked for and receivedas a gift a piece of jewellery or a designer/luxury item in the preceding 12 months The competitive set included jewellery and luxury fashion purchases (e g gold platinumdiamond silver and costume jewellery smartphones/watches and designer/luxury fashion)11 Value measured by a spend indexGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 11



  
  While online is important the in store experience remains crucialThe in store experience remains an important part of the purchase journey for jewellery and luxury fashion items with 55% saying it was where they sought ideas before makinga purchase Friends family and colleagues was the next most important source of inspiration As one might expect ‘millennials’ are a little bit different While in store browsingand friends family and colleagues remain the most important sources of inspiration online blogs were significantly more important: 21% used them to generate ideas comparedto13% in the general populationThis preference for the in store experience may encourage the evolution of so called ‘clicks and bricks’ retailing where retailers integrate their traditional bricks and mortarstores with their online offerings An example of such innovation is Blue Nile’s opening of a number of ‘webrooms’ across the country 12 These offer customers the best of bothworlds: giving them the in store experience of touching handling and trying on jewellery pieces before ordering them online either via the in store iPads or at homeUS jewellery demand should consolidate recent growthThe US gold jewellery market is still a considerable way off where it was ten years ago: in Q4 2015 demand was valued at US$1 6bn significantly lower than the high ofUS$2 5bn set in Q4 2007 13 But demand volumes have been on a gradual upward trend in recent years averaging more than 1% growth in tonnes of gold jewellery bought eachquarter since the beginning of 2014 And our consumer research suggests it could continue to grow As part of the survey we assessed the degree to which actual purchases ofgold were satisfying desired purchases We did this by comparing gold jewellery’s share of mind14 to its share of purchase Where share of mind is greater it suggests there islatent demand Encouragingly this was very much the case for the US with share of mind for gold jewellery outstripping its share of purchase by 11:4 (Chart 7)That is not to say it is easy to convert this latent demand into sales There are barriers preventing people buying gold jewellery The most obvious one is people’s priceperceptions: 13% of respondents said gold jewellery was totally unaffordable while 38% said it was quite unaffordable This compares to India and China the largest goldjewellery markets in the world where gold is perceived to be far more affordableAnd fine jewellery not just gold jewellery underperforms for millennials When offered US$1 000 only 24% of those between 18 25 would buy fine jewellery compared to47% of those aged over 34 Luxury fashion and technology does a better job at engaging with millennials who are increasingly focused on ‘experiential’ purchases And thistrend is clear in data presented by JPMorgan Chase which revealed that in 2015 on average 34% of spend by millennials was on experiences such as travel and entertainmentcompared with 28% for the non millennial population 15 For retailers looking to grow their gold jewellery business the latent demand in the market is encouraging And it isreassuring that gold performs well in the most valuable part of the jewellery and luxury fashion market But converting this demand is not simple Retailers will need to tackleconsumers’ price and affordability perceptions for example by continuing to develop and market pieces at lower price points and by developing online strategies to engagemore effectively with the younger generation: Blue Nile’s roll out of ‘webrooms’ might be a strategy for the industry to look towardsChart 7: % share of mind/share of last 12 month purchase for gold jewelleryShare ofmind 11L12MLatent demand +7%purchase 4share0 2 4681012%Source: KANTAR TNS; World Gold Council12 http://www bluenile com/jewelry stores13 The US jewellery market shows strong seasonality with demand peaking in Q4 each year14 ‘Share of mind’ and ‘latent demand’ are measures commonly used in market research to assess the growth potential of a product or category Put simply share of mindmeasures what would we expect consumers to purchase based on their ideal preferences15 https://www jpmorganchase com/corporate/investor relations/document/2016 barclays presentation pdfGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 12



  
  InvestmentETP inflows again commandeered the gold investment market in Q3 Demand for bars and coins was almost without exception weaker across all marketsYear onYear toyear dateTonnes Q3’15 Q3’16changechangeWorld total 295 8 190 1 36% 13%India 57 0 40 1 30% 25%China 53 2 41 0 23% 0%Investment demand in Q3 totalled 335 7t 44% up year on year and 8% above the five year quarterly average demand for the sector of 311 4t Year to date investment reached arecord of 1 389 2t 10% above the previous Q1 Q3 high of 1 268 5t from 2010The motives behind and geographical distribution of inflows into ETPs are discussed in detail in Key themes Momentum behind these inflows has tapered off slightlybut Q4 has still seen marginal inflows In the context of a 10% fall in the price this highlights that price momentum is secondary to the strategic motives underpinninginvestment Overall we maintain a positive outlook on the sector particularly given the fragile macroeconomic backdrop such as negative interest rates and geopolitical risksBar and coin demand was contrastingly weak in Q3 falling by more than a third to 190 1t (Chart 8) Year to date demand for these products of 664 2t was the lowest since 2009The high gold prices that were a major cause of weakness in the jewellery sector were similarly off putting for investors and the lack of momentum in the price during thequarter was a further deterrent Market research shows that investors look for a low or rising gold price as a signal to buy both of which were notably absent in the thirdquarter But the price drop in the opening weeks of Q4 has provoked a response in some markets Our FocusBox ‘Q4 Update: impact of prices on consumer demand’ provides further detail on investors’ perceptions of and reactions to recent price movesChart 8: Retail investment demand has been weak• Year to date retail investment demand for bars and coins is at its lowest level since 2009• High gold prices were a major cause of weakness across most markets Weak demand in India was compounded by the government’s focus on curbing cash transactions• Demand may improve in Q4; the price drop in the first week of October resulted in an uptick in retail investor interest in the US India and ChinaTonnes700600In contrast to ETPs bar and coin demand wasweak in Q3 falling by more than a third to 190 1t500 Year to date demand for these products of 664 2twas the lowest since 20094003002001000Q1’07 Q3’08 Q1’10Q3’11Q1’13Q3’14Q1’16Source: Metals Focus; GFMS Thomson Reuters; World Gold CouncilGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 13



  
  Indian bar and coin demand very weak in 2016 to date; Q4 holds better prospectsInvestment demand fell for the third consecutive quarter in India down 30% to 40 1t At just 100 7t year to date demand for bars and coins is the lowest for 12 years below thateven of 2009 when the first quarter saw negative investment for the only time in our time series Investors already reluctant to buy at such persistently high gold prices were alsoput off by the government’s focus on curbing cash transactions Demand for gold bars was more greatly affected by the measures than that for gold coins as cash remains one ofthe primary means of purchasing gold bars Surging stock markets bumped gold further out of the spotlightDespite the depressed market there is a growing market for branded gold coins in India which going forward should support investment demand in India The Indian GoldCoin from MMTC has sold 185kg since its launch in November 2015 and is currently available through around 300 outlets 16 Similarly the Tola Coin will appeal to customerswho look for purity and brand In another move IBJA launched a personalised coin this festival season IBJA has launched a store in Mumbai and wants to set up 100 stores inthe next three years 17 Our report ‘India’s gold investment evolution’ produced in conjunction with MMTC takes a detailed look at the market for branded gold coins inIndia 18European investment sank to an 8 year low but net demand masks underlying activityEurope’s bar and coin market failed to replicate the flows pouring into ETPs in the region Investment in bars and coins fell to an 8 year low of 37 6t in Q3 down 37% from thesame period last year The year on year decline is all the more marked for the fact that Q3 2015 was the strongest third quarter for four years as investors responded to thefalling gold price Nevertheless bar and coin demand during the most recent quarter was unarguably anaemic 38% below the five year quarterly average of 61 1tThe weakness is largely reflective of a sharp bout of selling in July This was triggered by the jump in the gold price the short lived response to the UK’s Brexit vote whichsaw the euro denominated gold price reach three year highs The price based in sterling was even more marked due to the sell off in the pound in the immediate wake of thereferendumOn the face of it the 11% decline in UK bar and coin demand seems to indicate that investors in that market were inactive This was far from the case Gross levels of bothbuying and selling were elevated during the quarter indicating a heightened level of activity in trading gold bars and coins The two sides largely cancelled each other outcreating net demand of just 2 4t for the quarter This pattern was repeated across the region: selling back of existing holdings swelled the stock of bars and coins available forpurchase in the secondary market This helps to explain depressed sales of newly minted coins The focus among French investors on selling into the price rally resulted in asecond consecutive quarter of net negative investment Year to date investment is marginally negative at 0 2t A negative fourth quarter would result in annual disinvestment inFrance for the first time since 2008 prior to the global financial crisisFor Q1 Q3 demand is 14% down on 2015 and consequently Europe has slipped to second place in market size: on a year to date basis China’s bar and coin market is theworld’s largestBar and coin investment still weak in China; funds diverted to ETPsRetail investment in China stabilised after the wash out of the preceding quarter but the decline from 2015 levels was acute Q3 demand of 41t down 23% equated to a yearto date total of 162 5t almost bang in line with last yearBar and coin purchases from commercial banks and large retailer chains dropped sharply in the third quarter: data from a couple of commercial banks show sales of gold fallingby on average 50% year on year GAPs saw net redemptions as the 2 year high in the price in early July prompted a spike in liquidations16 https://www gold org/my gold guide/news and trends/indian gold coin17 http://www business standard com/article/pti stories/ibja gold to set up 100 stores in 3 years 116101200503 1 html 18 http://www gold org/research/india gold coinGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 14



  
  The decline in demand was partially offset by direct individual withdrawals from the SGE which remained elevated many multiples of the withdrawals in Q3 2015 But morepermanent attrition resulted from investors diverting funds to ETPs Lower transaction costs and the introduction of online platforms and mobile applications offering access toETPs with minimal entry requirements attracted many erstwhile bar and coin investorsAs well as a reticence to buy gold at high price levels lower disposable incomes were a key factor underlying the weak demand picture The sluggish economy lower take homeincomes and rising housing outlays have fostered a desire among Chinese households to build a cash buffer The pressure of rising real estate prices on disposable incomes is afunction of the degree to which property is used as an avenue for investment in China Research by Knight Frank in constructing their Prime International Residential Index putShanghai as the third fastest growing property market globally 19 The fourth quarter has started on a more positive note in China thanks to the price drop in early OctoberConsumers were swift to respond to lower prices and remain alert to any further buying opportunitiesHeightened price sensitivity still a feature of the US marketUS demand for gold bars and coins almost halved from Q3 2016 down 43% to 17 4t The year on year comparison in US investment was never going to be easy; Q3 2015 wasan exceptional quarter which saw demand jump as the gold price dipped Putting the recent quarter into context it is 5% stronger than the five year quarterly average of 16 6tAnd year to date demand is 14% ahead of last year at 62 8tIndicative of the fact that US retail investors remain keenly aware of price fluctuations in gold September saw a surge in sales as bargain hunting emerged on the dip down inprices towards US$1 300/oz And October has continued in similar fashion with sales of Eagle coins surging thanks to the weaker gold priceMiddle Eastern investment sinks to record lowPaltry levels of Middle Eastern demand were largely a function of weakness in Iran This is partly due to a downwards revision in our data series to reflect a shift frominvestment to jewellery purchases amid a dearth of newly minted gold coins: indeed the market faced net disinvestment in the face of high gold prices But demand in otherregional markets was also far from healthy Bar and coin investors faced similar challenges to jewellery consumers: high gold prices lower oil revenues squeezing incomes andpolitical instability all contributed to the lowest level of regional investment in our time series of just 1 9t a fraction of the 19 7t five year quarterly averageThe 47% year on year drop in Turkey’s bar and coin demand was partly the result of last year’s strong Q3 base Demand has bumped along in the range of 4 5t since thebeginning of last year with the exception of the third quarter when political turmoil coincided with lower prices to spark a rush for safe haven holdings of gold Demand isexpected to continue in a similar vein for the rest of the year given very high local prices (due to lira weakness) and the persistent negative geo political climateInvestment in the smaller Asian markets shelved in the face of high pricesRetail investment demand across the smaller markets in Asia stalled in the face of higher gold prices Investors viewed the price hike as temporary and held off from making anypurchases of bars and coins in anticipation of a correction back towards US$1 300/oz A relatively benign inflation environment across markets including Thailand and Indonesiaalso undermined the motive for buying gold as an inflation hedge Fourth quarter demand is expected to pick up as October’s price drop offered a good buying opportunity forthose waiting for lower prices19 Knight Frank The Wealth Report 2016Gold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 15



  
  Focus: Q4 update impact of prices on consumer demandThe sharp rise in the gold price this year has stifled consumer demandThe rapid gold price increase in 2016 fuelled by strong institutional investor inflows has hampered consumer demand: year to date bar and coin demand is down 13% andjewellery demand is at its lowest level since 2009 Field research throughout the year has indicated that some consumers have been sitting on the side lines waiting for a pricedip before entering the market For this section of the market the sharp 4 5% price drop in the first week of October proved to be the opportunity they had been waiting forSnapshot survey confirmed the October price dip was viewed as a buying opportunityConsumer research highlights how important price movements are for many gold investors At the start of the year we surveyed 4 000 investors across India China US andGermany to better understand gold buying behaviour Gold’s role in preserving wealth and generating good long term returns were primary motives for investing in gold Butperceptions of the price being low or on the way up was one of the most significant triggers to actually buying goldWe responded to the sharp drop in prices at the beginning of October with a snapshot survey of 1 000 consumers in both India and China to see if they had been tempted tobuy 20 The results confirmed that around a sixth had Of the consumers surveyed 18% in India and 12% in China had bought gold directly in response to the price drop Afurther 24% in India and 27% in China had bought gold but unrelated to the price drop Factors supporting this element of demand included the best monsoon in three yearssupporting rural incomes in India and concerns over an ever weakening currency and frothy property market in ChinaSome consumers are still hoping for lower prices before entering the marketA large proportion of those surveyed around a fifth in China and a third in India are waiting for lower prices before entering the market (Chart 9) The price that wouldprompt them to buy gold varies considerably for these would be consumers but a significant portion would enter the market in response to a fairly modest price drop: 11% ofthose waiting for a price dip in India would buy before the price fell to Rs29 000/10g and 22% in China would enter the market before the price fell to RMB270/g This suggeststhat we would see a healthy consumer response in both markets if the price started heading towards US$1 240/oz 21 Looking ahead we expect Q4 consumer demand to havebeen boosted by the price drop in early October and we would expect any further dips in the gold price to be met by a strong consumer responseChart 9: Indian and Chinese consumers’ reaction to the October price drop% of respondents35 3325 2730 24212120 181515 12 1310565 30Purchased due to Purchased Haven’tHaven’tNot planningWaiting for furtherprice drop irrespective ofpurchased butpurchased butto buyprice drop beforeprice dropwill in next monthconsidering itpurchasingIndia ChinaSource: KANTAR TNS; World Gold Council20 In the week commencing 17 October KANTAR TNS undertook an online omnibus survey of 1 000 consumers in India and China The survey captured jewellery and bar andcoins because a portion of jewellery demand in India and China is investment related21 In the week of the survey the gold price in India averaged Rs29 900 /10g down 4% compared to the end of September In China it averaged RMB277/g down 3% from theend of September Note: the Indian rupee gold price reflects the 10% import dutyGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 16



  
  Central banks and other institutionsAn additional 82t in the third quarter brought central banks net purchases to 23 consecutive quartersYear onYear toyear dateTonnes Q3’15 Q3’16 changechangeCentral banks andother institutions 168 0 81 7 51% 33%So far in 2016 we have seen characteristic restraint from central banksAlthough institutional investors have flocked to gold in the face of significant uncertainty net purchases from central banks have been more measured Year to date centralbanks have purchased 271 1t lagging the 407 7t for the same period in 2015 Nonetheless gold remains a significant and gradually rising part of total central bank reservescurrently accounting for more than 13% In the third quarter central bank net purchases fell 56% year on year to 81 7t from 168t Activity bore a striking resemblance to recentquarters: the central banks that have been consistently active in the market in recent months remained so while little movement was seen elsewhere Russia (43 9t) China (15 2t)and Kazakhstan (10t) continued to push forward with their buying programmes and Belarus also added 3 1t to their reserves Net sales from other banks were again limitedThe case for gold remains compelling for reserve managers amid the prevalence of negative interest rate policies and diversification away from the US dollarYet like retail consumers many central banks may be adopting a “wait and see” approach in the hope they can bolster their gold reserves on possible dips in the price or untilthey are confident gold has regained some upward momentumBut there is good reason to believe that purchases are unlikely to dry up any time soon Having already accumulated 128 1t by the end of September the Central Bank of Russiarecently made known its aim to purchase around 200t in total this year similar to the 206t it purchased in 2015 22 It has also been reported that Belarus intends to increase itsgold and FX reserves by US$500mn in 2017 23 Furthermore a recent survey of 19 central bank reserve managers showed that close to 90% plan to either increase or maintaintheir current gold reserve levels over the next three years (Chart 10) 24Chart 10: Central banks show intention to maintain or increase gold reserves(% answering ‘What is your institution’s plan for your gold holdings over the next 3 years?’)• Central bank purchases of gold have slowed in 2016 assuming a more measured pace• Survey responses confirm that gold purchases should continue with the vast majority planning to maintain or increase their gold holdingsIncrease 56%No change 33%Decrease 11%Source: World Gold Council22 https://sputniknews com/russia/201609291045824826 russia gold stock up comment/23 http://eng belta by/economics/view/belarus to raise gold foreign exchange reserves up to 54bn in 2017 95041 2016/24 In response to the question “What is your institution’s plan for your gold holdings over the next three years?”: 56% said increase 33% said no change and 11% said decreaseThis survey was conducted at our Executive Programme in Gold Reserves Management at the University of Cambridge Judge Business School in September 2016Gold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 17



  
  TechnologyGold demand in the technology sector improved from Q2 as conditions recovered in China and South Korea but still registered year on year marginal declineYear onYear toyear dateTonnes Q3’15 Q3’16changechangeTechnology 82 8 82 4 1% 5%Electronics 65 5 65 1 1% 5%Other Industrial 12 6 12 8 2% 1%Dentistry 4 7 4 4 6% 5%Demand for gold in the technology space stood at 82 4t in Q3 a small uptick on the previous quarter but still 1% lower than Q3 2015 Growth from a stronger performance ingold bonding wire and the LED industry was undone by weakness in the wireless sectorElectronics demand dragged by weaker wireless sectorGold used in electronics dropped 1% year on year to 65 1t in Q3 2016 Improved demand from the gold bonding wire and LED industry were offset by a drop in the order bookof a key wireless manufacturer and a muted response from the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) industry to high smartphone shipmentsGold bonding wire consumption recovered in the third quarter on strong demand for mobile memory packages fingerprint sensors and flash memory chips Production growth ofChinese branded smartphones such as Huawei and Xiaomi is likely to underpin demand in Q4In addition the LED industry used 6% more gold in Q3 year on year as utilisation rates reached more than 90% compared to 60 70% in Q2 As LED chip makers diversify intonew fields such as the agricultural and horticultural segments for higher margins gold volumes are likely to receive further support from these areasBut weaker than expected performance from the wireless sector and technological advances in PCB manufacturing has undermined the demand for gold A decline in the orderbook at one Taiwan based semiconductor company has cut 2% off the region’s industrial consumption of gold Moreover as PCB makers embraced High Density Interconnects(HDIs) that reduce the unit area of PCBs uses of gold by this sector stayed flat despite higher smartphone shipmentsMore ways to recover and use gold developedResearchers at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland have developed a technique to recover gold from e scrap that could reduce usage of hazardous chemicals 25 The processinvolves submerging circuit boards in a mild acid and then adding a compound to extract gold selectively from the mixture of other metals It is claimed that this method couldbe more efficient in recovering gold than current methodsMidatech an international specialty pharmaceutical company announced that it has started a Phase 1 study of a type 1 diabetes vaccine using gold nanoparticle (GNP)technology the first such product to be used in humans The GNPs help to reduce the body’s immune response against insulin producing cells 26Slight gains in other industrial uses of gold cancelled out by further dental declinesIndustrial demand in Q3 inched up by 2% year on year from 12 6t to 12 8t This was largely thanks to an increase in plating demand in India The festive season saw an increasein demand for gold plated articles particularly images of gods and goddesses Also slight growth in demand for gold plated jewellery and even the introduction in gold platedsilver jewellery at one or two stores in Southern India was a consequence of the persistently high gold priceGold used in dentistry fell another 6% year on year to 4 4t in Q3 Demand is expected to fade further as the industry and consumers turn to ceramic materials for cosmeticreasons25 http://www ed ac uk/news/2016/gold from phones becomes real prospect26 https://globenewswire com/news release/2016/09/30/876049/10165404/en/Midatech Pharma Plc Commencement of First in Human Immunotherapy Study Using GoldNanoparticle Technology htmlGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 18



  
  SupplyElevated recycling in the third quarter offset a fall in mine supply lifting total supply 4% year on yearYear onYear toyear dateTonnes Q3’15 Q3’16changechangeTotal supply 1 127 2 1 172 7 4% 8%Mine production 851 2 846 8 1% 1%Net producer hedging 14 4 15 0Recycled gold 261 6 340 9 30% 18%Outlook for mine production is rock steadyMine production in the third quarter was virtually unchanged ( 0 5%) year on year as miners brought 846 8t onto the market Year to date gold production totalled 2 393 1tversus 2 373 3t for the same period in 2015 (+1%) Despite an expectation that 2016 will see a marginal increase in production the overall trend of plateauing output remains inplace (Chart 11) The operational changes cost reduction and focus on core assets enacted by gold producers over the last few years will define the industry for years to comeWhile the production figures are still provisional owing to the varied timings that producers release their quarterly results Q3 appears to be a carbon copy of Q2: bothincreases and declines were seen across projects globally Higher production at established projects helped lift year on year output from Canada (+1t) and Indonesia (+6t) withthe latter likely to see a significant pick up in production in Q4 owing to higher output at Grasberg The ramping up of projects in Guyana as well as commercial productionbeing reached at the Merian project in Suriname (one of only a few new mines being brought on stream by major producers) also helped the industry maintain a steady supplyof gold Offsetting these gains were lower output at some larger projects: Q3 production in the United States likely fell around 6t year on year while lower grade mining at OyuTolgoi dented Mongolian production ( 3t)Cost management continues to significantly influence the industry Although all in sustaining costs (AISC) crept up in Q2 due to currency movements costs are stillsignificantly lower than they were in 2013 One example of this frugality is project expenditure which captures the cost of developing projects which peaked in 2012 andcurrently remains at multi year lows as producers remain hesitant to loosen the purse strings (Chart 12) Not only are existing mines impacted by this parsimony but the projectpipeline is too as new projects are contributing less to the amount of gold that is being mined annuallyChart 11: Annual mine production is plateauing as cost cutting bites• Year to date mine production is only marginally ahead of 2015 at 2 393 1t• While full year mine production is forecast to grow slightly in 2016 we maintain our overall view that supply from this source will plateau over the coming yearsTonnes % Change3 500 103 000 AISC peaked at US$1 149/oz in Q2’13 and 8has been brought down to US$881/oz in Q2’1662 50042 00021 50001 0002500 40 62000 20022004200620082010201220142016ETonnes Year on year % change (rhs)Source: Metals Focus; GFMS Thomson Reuters; World Gold CouncilGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 19



  
  Producers’ third quarter hedging hiatusNet hedging has been a feature of the gold market since the second half of 2015 Gold producers have eyed the dramatic price increase in 2016 as a further more favourableopportunity to lock in higher in some cases record gold prices This led some to question whether this heralded a return to heightened levels of hedgingYet in a break from the last four consecutive quarters Q3 2016 brought with it a more muted tone from producers Net hedging of 79 8t in H1 has been followed by a return tonet de hedging of 15t in Q3 lowering the global hedgebook to 282t This shift away from fresh hedging positions (on a net basis) was partially driven by the behaviour of thegold price Compared to the first six months the gold price was confined in the US$1 300 1 350/oz range and volatility fell Combined with fewernew projects coming on stream which often require hedging to secure financing this reduced the appetite for hedgingThe most notable fresh hedge position occurred at the start of the quarter with Harmony Gold hedging 20% (432 000oz) of its production over the next two years The companymade clear that: “The limited size and duration of the hedge means shareholders retain full upside exposure on 80% of Harmony’s future gold production for the next two yearsafter which shareholders will have 100% exposure to the gold price ”27 Further upward momentum in the price may elicit additional small scale hedging on a sporadic basisas producers continue to secure cash flow but it is unlikely that the industry will return to large scale hedgingChart 12: Cost cutting has curtailed spending on project development• Cost management remains a key priority for the industry costs are well below the peak levels from 2013• In particular continued cuts to project spending imply a constricted pipelineUS$/oz US$/oz800 1 800700 1 7001 6006001 500500 1 400400 1 300300 1 2001 1002001 000100 9000 800Q1’09 Q1’10 Q1’11Q1’12Q1’13Q1’14Q1’15Q1’16Sustaining Capex Non Sustaining/Project Capex Gold Price (US$/oz Qtr Avg rhs)Note: Sustaining capital expenditure are costs incurred related to maintaining of production at current levels Non sustaining/project capital expenditure are those costs incurredat new operations and costs related to ‘major projects’ at existing operations where these projects will materially increase production Source: Metals Focus Peer Group Analysis27 https://www harmony co za/investors/news and events/company announcements 2/announcements 2016/934 harmony meets annual production guidance creates furthercash certaintyGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 20



  
  Notes and definitionsAll statistics (except where specified) are in weights of fine goldNotesRevisions to dataAll data is subject to revision in the light of new informationHistorical data seriesDemand and supply data from Q1 2014 are provided by Metals Focus Data between Q1 2010 and Q4 2013 is a synthesis of Metals Focus and GFMS Thomson Reuters datawhich was created using relatively simple statistical techniques For more information on this process please see Creating a consistent data series by Dr JamesAbdey (http://www gold org/supply and demand/gold demand trends/back issues/gold demand trends q1 2015#package)DefinitionsCentral banks and other institutionsNet purchases (i e gross purchases less gross sales) by central banks and other official sector institutions including supra national entities such as the IMF Swaps and the effectsof delta hedging are excludedConsumer demandThe sum of jewellery consumption and total bar and coin investment occurring within a country i e the amount (in fine weight) of gold purchased directly by individualsElectronicsThis measures fabrication of gold into components used in the production of electronics including but not limited to semiconductors and bonding wireDentistryThe first transformation of raw gold into intermediate or final products destined for dental applications such as dental alloysETFs and similar productsExchange Traded Funds and similar products including but not limited to: SPDR Gold Shares iShares Gold Trust ZKB Gold ETF ETFS Physical Gold/Jersey Gold BullionSecurities Ltd Central Fund of Canada Ltd Xetra Gold Julius Baer Precious Metals Fund JB Physical Gold Fund Source Physical Gold P ETC Sprott Physical Gold TrustOver time new products may be included when appropriate Gold holdings are as reported by the ETF/ETC issuers and where data is unavailable holdings have been calculatedusing reported AUM numbersFabricationFabrication is the first transformation of gold bullion into a semi finished or finished productGold demandThe total of jewellery fabrication technology total bar and coin demand and demand for ETFs and similar productsJewelleryEnd user demand for all newly made carat jewellery and gold watches whether plain gold or combined with other materials Excluded are: second hand jewellery; other metalsplated with gold; coins and bars used as jewellery; and purchases funded by the trading in of existing carat gold jewelleryJewellery fabricationJewellery fabrication is the first transformation of gold bullion into semi finished or finished jewellery Differs from jewellery consumption as it excludes the impact ofimports/exports and stocking/de stocking by manufacturers and distributorsLBMA Gold price PMUnless otherwise specified gold price values from20 March 2015 are based on the LBMA Gold price PM administered by ICE Benchmark Administration (IBA) with prior values being based on the London PM FixLondon PM FixUnless otherwise specified gold price values prior to20 March 2015 are based on the London PM Fix with subsequent values being based on the LBMA Gold price PM administered by ICE Benchmark Administration (IBA)Medals/imitation coinFabrication of gold coins without a face value produced by both private and national mints India dominates this category with on average around 90% of the total ‘Medallion’is the name given to unofficial coins in India Medals of at least 99% purity wires and lumps sold in small quantities are also includedMine productionThe volume (in fine weight) of gold mined globally This includes an estimate for gold produced as a result of artisanal and small scale mining (ASM) which is largely informalGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 21



  
  Net producer hedgingThis measures the impact in the physical market of mining companies’ gold forward sales loans and options positions Hedging accelerates the sale of gold a transaction whichreleases gold (from existing stocks) to the market Over time hedging activity does not generate a net increase in the supply of gold De hedging the process of closing outhedged positions has the opposite impact and will reduce the amount of gold available to the market in any given quarterOfficial coin demandInvestment by individuals in gold bullion coins It equates to the fabrication by national mints of coins which are or have been legal tender in the country of issue It ismeasured at the country of consumption rather than at the country of origin (for example the Perth Mint in Australia sells the majority of the coins it produces through its globaldistribution network) and is measured on a net basis In practice it includes the initial sale of many coins destined ultimately to be considered as numismatic rather than bullionOther industrialGold used in the production of compounds such as Gold Potassium Cyanide for electro plating in industrial applications as well as in the production of gold plated jewelleryand other decorative items such as gold thread India accounts for the bulk of demand in this categoryOver the counterOver the counter (OTC) transactions (also referred to as ‘off exchange’ trading) take place directly between two parties unlike exchange trading which is conducted via anexchangePhysical bar demandInvestment by individuals in small (1kg and below) gold bars in a form widely accepted in the countries represented within Gold Demand Trends This also includes whereidentifiable gold bought and stored via online vendors It is measured as net purchasesRecycled goldGold sourced from fabricated products that have been sold or made ready for sale which is refined back into bullion This specifically refers to gold sold for cash It does notinclude gold traded in for other gold products (for example by consumers at jewellery stores) or process scrap (working gold that never becomes part of a fabricated product butinstead returns as scrap to a refiner) The vast majority around 90% of recycled gold is high value gold (largely jewellery) and the remainder is gold recovered fromindustrial waste including laptops mobile phones circuit boards etc For more detail on recycling refer to The Ups and Downs of Gold RecyclingBoston Consulting Group and World Gold CouncilMarch 2015 (www gold org/supply and demand)Surplus/deficitThis is the difference between total supply and gold demand Partly a statistical residual this number also captures demand in the OTC market and changes to inventories oncommodity exchanges with an additional contribution from changes to fabrication inventoriesTechnologyThis captures all gold used in the fabrication of electronics dental medical decorative and other technological applications with electronics representing the largest componentof this category It includes gold destined for plating jewelleryTonne (Metric)1 000 kg or 32 151 troy oz of fine goldTotal bar and coin investmentThe total of physical bar demand official coin demand and demand for medals/imitation coinTotal supplyThe total of mine production net producer hedging and recyclingGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 22



  
  Copyright and other rights© 2016 World Gold Council All rights reserved World Gold Council and the Circle device are trademarks of the World Gold Council or its affiliates All references to LBMAGold Price have been provided for informational purposes only ICE Benchmark Administration Limited accepts no liability or responsibility for the accuracy of the prices or theunderlying product to which the prices may be referencedOther third party data and content is the intellectual property of the respective third party and all rights are reserved to themAny copying republication or redistribution of content to reproduce distribute or otherwise use the statistics and information in this report including by framing or similarmeans is expressly prohibited without the prior written consent of the World Gold Council or the appropriate copyright owners except as provided belowThe use of the statistics in this report is permitted for the purposes of review and commentary (including media commentary) in line with fair industry practice subject to thefollowing two pre conditions: (i) only limited extracts of data or analysis be used; and (ii) any and all use of these statistics is accompanied by a clear acknowledgement of theWorld Gold Council and where appropriate of Thomson Reuters as their source Brief extracts from the analysis commentary and other World Gold Council material arepermitted provided World Gold Council is cited as the source It is not permitted to reproduce distribute or otherwise use the whole or a substantial part of this report or thestatistics contained within itWhile every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information in this document the World Gold Council does not warrant or guarantee the accuracy completenessor reliability of this information The World Gold Council does not accept responsibility for any losses or damages arising directly or indirectly from the use of this documentThe material contained in this document is provided solely for general information and educational purposes and is not and should not be construed as an offer to buy or sell oras a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell gold any gold related products or any other products securities or investments Nothing in this document should be taken as makingany recommendations or providing any investment or other advice with respect to the purchase sale or other disposition of gold any gold related products or any other productssecurities or investments including without limitation any advice to the effect that any gold related transaction is appropriate for any investment objective or financial situationof a prospective investor A decision to invest in gold any gold related products or any other products securities or investments should not be made in reliance on any of thestatements in this document Before making any investment decision prospective investors should seek advice from their financial advisers take into account their individualfinancial needs and circumstances and carefully consider the risks associated with such investment decisionWithout limiting any of the foregoing in no event will the World Gold Council or any of its affiliates be liable for any decision made or action taken in reliance on theinformation in this document and in any event the World Gold Council and its affiliates shall not be liable for any consequential special punitive incidental indirect or similardamages arising from related to or connected with this document even if notified of the possibility of such damages This document contains forward looking statements Theuse of the words “believes ” “expects ” “may ” or “suggests ” or similar terminology identifies a statement as “forward looking ” The forward looking statements included inthis document are based on current expectations that involve a number of risks and uncertainties These forward looking statements are based on the analysis of World GoldCouncil of the statistics available to it Assumptions relating to the forward looking statement involve judgments with respect to among other things future economiccompetitive and market conditions all of which are difficult or impossible to predict accurately In addition the demand for gold and the international gold markets are subject tosubstantial risks which increase the uncertainty inherent in the forward looking statements In light of the significant uncertainties inherent in the forward looking informationincluded herein the inclusion of such information should not be regarded as a representation by the World Gold Council that the forward looking statements will be achievedThe World Gold Council cautions you not to place undue reliance on its forward looking statements Except in the normal course of our publication cycle we do not intend toupdate or revise any forward looking statements whether as a result of new information future events or otherwise and we assume no responsibility for updating any forwardlooking statementsGold Demand Trends | Third quarter 2016 C45201611
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SPDR® GOLD TRUST has filed a registration statement (including a prospectus) with the SEC for the 
offering to which this communication relates. Before you invest, you should read the prospectus in that 
registration statement and other documents the issuer has filed with the SEC for more complete information 
about the Trust and this offering. You may get these documents for free by visiting EDGAR on the SEC Web 
site at www.sec.gov. Alternatively, the Trust or any Authorized Participant will arrange to send you the 
prospectus if you request it by calling toll free at 1-866-320-4053 or contacting State Street Global Markets, 
LLC, One Lincoln Street, Attn: SPDR® Gold Shares, 30th Floor, Boston, MA 02111.  
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